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The Sound Shade Speaker is a revolutionary portable speaker design used to 
tackle the issue of noise pollution. Using parabolic dish and Bluetooth 
technology, sound emanating from this speaker is e�ectively channeled to 
the users  within its directed target space with minimal fallo�.

A two-half removable parabolic dish attaches to the speaker body, focusing 
re�ected sound waves from a focal point. Made from PETG polymer, the dish 
gains strength as well as a pleasing transparent aesthetic.

Sound Shade
Portable Parabolic Speaker





Cutting Pattern Folding Pattern

Pattern Examples
The Paper Tape  uses a three part mechanism to secure paper sheets together, allowing
for a more sustainable alternative to fasteners such as tape. The three stages are cutting,
folding and tucking, leaving a secure joint using only the material put in. 

The design features an injection moulded upper and lower plastic body, accurately aligning the internal 

proper alignment between the upper and lower body.

Cutting Wheel

Feed Wheel

Folding Lip

Aluminum Support Guard

Timing Belt

Tuck Wheel
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SolutionProblems
Easy-grip side panel material

for secure leaning

Inner memory foam for comfort

and channel for headphone wire

Neck support padding

Susceptible to environmental noise

Lack of neck support

Unstable

Only partial head coverage



Sketches Feasibility Prototype and Testing



Is an electronics module system to aid education of computer programming. When educating, especially in 
short workshops a large amount of time is spent learning construction of hardware systems, leaving less time 
to focus on programming. Utilizing the existing Arduino hardware capabilities to form a plug and play 
module system paired with engaging visual coding software.

Remduino 
Educational kit to teach coding for hardware

An overview video with demonstration can be
found at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHkqcRWEymE



Remduino 
Process Highlights

Early Prototypes Physical Design SolidWorks Modeling

Custom PCB Design 3D Printed Prototypes Packaging Design Final Model
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